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Abstract 

 

Computations of Electrostatic Potentials and Energies of Dynamic 

Biomolecules 

 

Jerry Chil Kim, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  Pengyu Ren 

Co-Supervisor: Alexander A. Demkov 

 

We present ongoing research into the simulation of biomolecules in a solvent. We 

first describe the various models used to model molecular electrostatics including the 

methods that attempt to modify the Poisson-Boltzmann equation due to its limitations. 

We then modify the boundary element solver MolEnergy, which solves the linearized 

Poisson-Boltzmann equation to determine the polarization energies of biomolecules. 

With our modifications it can now rely on an automated process, utilize a low-

discrepancy pseudo-random number generator to yield diff erent molecular 

configurations, and implement parallel computing to determine the potentials and 

energies of those configurations in parallel. Our modifications increase the accuracy and 

speed of MolEnergy. 
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1 Introduction

Biophysics is a rapidly growing field of scientific research. Proteins are the basic

components that are necessary for life because they are the catalysts for all processes

that allow beings to live. Proteins consist of amino acids. Amino acids are consisted

of a carboxyl group, amino group, Hydrogen atom, and “side-chain” all bonded to

a central alpha-Carbon atom. The side-chain varies depending on each amino acid.

Side-chains of different amino acids can also bond with each other to alter the config-

uration of the entire protein and this leads to protein folding [3]. Numerous side-chain

configurations can exist for a given protein and it has been shown that proteins are

actually ensembles of the various conformations caused by side-chain rotations [72]

We can determine the equilibrium states of proteins in solutions by looking at the

free energy function. However, this is not a simple task because there are numerous

local minima and wells in the energy function. One of the components of the energy

function is the configurational entropy [41, 32], which is composed of vibrational and

conformational entropy [39]. As Goethe et al. [32] mentioned, the conformational

entropy, SCfm = −kB
∑

i pilog(pi), is the sum over each energy minima i and pi is

the probability that the system is in the minima state i, and the vibrational entropy

is the weighted average of the vibrational motions within each minima.

Calculating the polarization energy, which is a component of solvation energy and

describes the interactions between the immersed molecule and solvent, is a signifi-

cant problem because it is needed in numerous applications, such as determining the

binding effect in a protein-protein interaction. Although proteins by themselves do

not serve much purpose, when proteins bind with other proteins, they can trigger

reactions that have biological effects. The rapidly emerging field of computer-aided

drug design uses computers to predict which drugs, or target proteins, can bind with
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which receptor proteins and also determine the resulting biological effects from these

interactions which can then be used in medicine and pharmacy to treat human be-

ings with certain health problems [45]. The binding affinity is an important variable

because it can give us a measure of how proteins bind with other proteins. Current

research is using protein docking, virtual screening and other computational methods

to identify more potential targets for drugs [75]

Although Molecular Dynamics simulations (MD) are popular methods to study

these interactions, they are also often computationally expensive. Therefore, we resort

to using the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation to model the interactions and solve

the equation for the potentials and energies. The Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation

is one popular method to model these interactions, and we will explain other models

that attempt to model these interactions in Chapter 2.

In addition to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, we can add a Stern layer or use

the Debye-Huckel approximation so that the resulting Poisson-Boltzmann equation

becomes the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation (LPBE).

Solving the LPBE analytically is difficult, so it is common to solve it using nu-

merical methods and discretizing the region of space [46]. Although finite-element

[12, 20, 25, 26, 11, 22, 36] and finite-difference [31, 48, 57, 35, 37, 56] solvers exist to

solve the PB equation, including the well-known finite-difference solver APBS [12],

as Bajaj et al. [7] pointed out, they require O(h−3) degrees of freedom whereas the

boundary element method only requires O(h−2) degrees of freedom, where h is the

grid size.

Bajaj et al. [7] developed a boundary element solver called MolEnergy that can

solve the linearized-PB equation for proteins in solutions. As explained in detail in

their paper, it solves the dBIE (derivative boundary integral equations developed
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by Juffer et al. [38], more details in Chapter 3) formulation of the PB equation, it

represents the surface of the biomolecule with an algebraic spline molecular surface

[74], and it utilizes the scientific computing package KIFMM3d (Kernel Independent

Fast Multipole Method) to efficiently solve the dBIE equations. They also mentioned

that it outperformed several alternative approaches such as the nBIE formulation

(non-derivative boundary integral equations [69, 70, 71]) and gave more accurate

results on a single ion example [7] and computed energy values more consistently on

certain biomolecules when compared to APBS

The goal of this project is to modifyMolEnergy so that it uses an automated

process instead of reading in external files, it includes the PDBUQ library from

the MolSurf [2] application to generate samples of Cartesian coordinates of atoms to

generate dynamic configurations of atoms for each molecule, and so it can utilize

parallel computing to compute the potentials and energies of the various molecular

configurations in parallel. Previously, one had to generate external RAWN and QUAD

files using the MolSurf application. Also, MolEnergy could previously only handle

static configurations of molecules, but the point of our modifications is so it can

handle dynamic molecular configurations as well.

Figure 1: MolEnergy previously relied on obtaining the RAWN and QUAD files
generated from MolSurf

Previously, to generate dynamic molecular configurations, one had to use PDBUQ

library within MolSurf externally from MolEnergy to generate new molecular con-
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Figure 2: We modified MolEnergy so that it includes the getMolecularSurface and
aSplineRawQuad functions from MolSurf to generate the mesh and quadrature points
within MolEnergy. This reduces the need to obtain the external RAWN and QUAD
files from MolSurf

figurations and then use MolEnergy on each new configuration. We now include the

PDBUQ library within MolEnergy, which generates samples of the xyz coordinates

of atoms based on their temperaturefactor values to simulate dynamic atoms with

vibrational movements. Finally, we want to modify MolEnergy so that it can sup-

port parallel computing in order to compute energies and potentials of these dynamic

configurations in parallel, whereas previously one would have to run MolEnergy inde-

pendently on seperate cores using scripts. While our research does not really remove

any shortcomings of previous research, modifying the MolEnergy so that it uses an

automated process, generates dynamic molecular configurations, and computes the

potentials and energies of those configurations in parallel would allow us to run many

energy computations quickly and we only have to run MolEnergy once.

For future work with the MolEnergy application, we wish to include an algo-

rithm that simulates molecular conformations by sampling the torsional angles of the

molecules. In the following we will describe the techniques used in each of these areas
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Figure 3: To compute the potentials and energies of a dynamic molecular configu-
ration with atomic vibrations, one had to compute an ensemble average of the con-
figurations by running MolEnergy to generate each new configuration and then run
MolEnergy on each of those configurations to compute the potentials and energies

Figure 4: With our modifications to MolEnergy, we only need to run MolEnergy
once, and it can generate the atomic configurations within itself and then compute
the potentials and energies for each configuration. These modifications allow all of
this to run in parallel
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and present the current state of their implementations and integration. In chapter 2

compare the Poisson-Boltzmann equation with the Size-Modified Poisson-Boltzmann

equation and other models. Chapter 3 describes the boundary integral formulation,

the geometry construction, and the details about how MolEnergy previously worked.

In chapter 4 we describe the derivation of molecular configurations based on sampling

Cartesian coordinates of atoms and torsional angles of molecular bonds. Chapter 5

explains our modifications MolEnergy and the results we obtained.
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2 Theoretical Background

To model electrostatic interactions of biomolecules in solvents, there exist implicit and

explicit solvent models. As mentioned in [55], implicit solvent models treat the solvent

as if it fills space uniformly and as an ensemble average of solvent configurations

while explicit solvent models explicitly consider the effects of each solvent particle

and configuration. The authors also mention that explicit solvent models require

significantly more computational resources and are considerably more time-consuming

than implicit solvent models. This is one of the reasons why MolEnergy uses the

implicit solvent model PBE to model the interactions of biomolecules immersed in

solvents. However, implicit solvent models are not without their weaknesses, which

we will address later in this chapter

First, we examine the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Then, we consider methods to

combine continuum solvent models, in particular the Generalized Born (GB) model,

with Molecular Dynamics simulations. We will also discuss the Stern Layer, Size-

Modified Poisson-Boltzmann Equation, and other methods that attempt to resolve

the problems with the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.

2.1 Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

The PB equation treats the solvent implicitly and computes the electrostatic potential

in a system consisting of a biomolecule with a solvent. Figure 5 is a representation

of this system. The PB equation is below (from [7]):

∇(ε(z)∇φ(z)) = ρ(z) (2.1)
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where the ε is the dielectric constant, φ is the potential, and ρ is the charge density.

However, the charge density ρ consists of the atoms of the molecule ρc(z) and the

ions of the solvent ρb(z), giving the equation below (also from Bajaj et al. [7])

ρ(z) = ρc(z) + ρb(z) = −4π
nc∑
k

qk
εi
δ(z− zk) + λ(z)

∑
i

eczicie
−ecziφ(z)
kBT (2.2)

They defined the parameters in the equation above and additional parameters needed

later as:

zk location of atom k

qk charge of atom k

nc number of atoms

λ characteristic function of the set R3 ec charge of an electron

kB Boltzmann’s constant

T absolute temperature

I = 1
2

∑
i ciz

2
i

ci concentration of ith ionic species

zi charge of ith ionic species

They then showed that it is possible to apply the Debye-Huckel approximation

to get a linear approximation to the ρb(z) term to derive the linearized-PB equation

(also from Bajaj et al. [7])
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∇(ε(z)∇φ(z)) = ρc(z) + ρLb (z) (2.3)

where ρLb (z) is the resulting term from applying a linear approximation to ρb(x)

This approximation is applied for dilute solutions. Numerical techniques can then

be used to solve this equation.

Figure 5: Representation of a biomolecule immersed in an ionic solution

One of the problems with PB include sometimes producing results that are not

produced in nature, such as when Bai et al. [5] determined it insufficiently considered
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the screening of magnesium ions amongst DNA duplexes. PB also treats ions as

point-like, which the Stern layer and the Size-Modified Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

(SMPBE) attempt to address. We discuss these issues further in sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2 Continuum models becoming microscopic

There are strengths and weaknesses to implicit solvent and explicit solvent models. As

pointed out in [59], problems with implicit solvent models include having to explicitly

specify the parameters and producing inaccurate results when considering short-range

effects. Ritchie and Webb [54] also mentioned another problem of implicit solvents

models is the difficulty in verifying its results with experimental results.They tried

to address this by computing the electrostatic fields of nitrile bonds and comparing

them with vibrational Stark effect spectroscopy (VSE). As a result, Simonson [59]

mentioned that recent studies have attempted to address these issues by modifying

implicit solvent models to incorporate elements of explicit solvent models such as

Molecular Dynamics (MD) on the solute [55, 52, 4, 42], microscopic dieletric relaxation

and solute conformations. Simonson also mentioned that recent studies of using

MD with GB has produced conformational free energies that are improvements on

previous models [64, 51, 28, 62] and they sampled conformations noticeably faster

than explicit solvent models [59]. Moreover, Simonson noted that MD with implicit

solvent models performed and generated conformational samples noticeably faster

than explicit solvent models[27, 66, 62], and the probabilities they assign to molecular

conformations match reality better as well [55, 63].

In summary, due to the problems with prior implicit solvent models, recent studies

have tried to incorporate MD and have shown to run more efficiently than explicit

solvent models
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2.3 Stern Layer

One direct attempt to resolve some of the issues with the PB equation is including

the Stern layer. Because PB treats ions as point-like, Harris [34] mentioned that this

can produce unrealistically high ion density near the surface of a biomolecule in a

solution. Adding the Stern layer, which is an ion-exclusion region near the molecular

surface, and treating the ions as finite-size addresses these issues [18, 60].

2.4 Size-Modified Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

The Size-Modified Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (SMPBE) also attempts to address

the issue of point-like ions and ion densities exceeding a realistic limit by treating ions

as finite-like, including a packing energy so the ion densities cannot exceed a certain

limit, and considering a saturation layer [17, 23, 34]. Silalahi et al. [58] obtained

electrostatic free energies that were vastly different to those from PB for the system

they examined. However, they could not compare their results to experimental results.

Although SMPBE has produced results that match experiment better than PB [23],

further studies are necessary to validate the comparisons. In addition, in general, it

is much slower than PB [76, 43]. Moreover, Wang et al. [65] determined that it only

offers marginal advantages to PBE for the systems they examined.

2.5 Other Methods

Other methods to address the flaws with PB include [58] using a cutoff on the maxi-

mum local salt concentration [33], Coulomb gas with finite size [24], modified Poisson-

Boltzmann based on the generalized-Poisson Fermi formalism [61], lattice statistics

models [17, 47], and more.
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3 Boundary Integral Formulation and Geometry

Construction and MolEnergy Implementation De-

tails

In this chapter we cover the details of the components that MolEnergy consists of

in order to compute the polarization energies of biomolecules immersed in solutions.

As mentioned by Bajaj et al. [7], the solver MolEnergy consists of solving the

dBIE (derivative boundary integral equations of PB), generating the algebraic spline

molecular surface (ASMS), computing the integrals with various quadrature rules,

and then utilizing scientific computing methods to solve the resulting equations for

the polarization energies. We cover the various components of MolEnergy in detail

here.

3.1 Boundary Integral Formulation

Because MolEnergy solves the PBE represented as a system of derivative boundary

integral equations (dBIE) as developed by Juffer et al. [38], we discuss here how we

about the dBIE from the LPBE. Starting with equations 2.2 and 2.3, Bajaj et al. [7]

showed how we can obtain a set of boundary conditions for how the equations must

be satisfied on the molecular boundary. Using Green’s second identity and, as Bajaj

et al. [7] pointed out, “taking linear combinations of the resulting equations and their

derivatives”, we can obtain the dBIE (below equations from Bajaj et al. [7]):
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1

2
+ (1 +

εE
εI

)φ(x) +

∫
[
∂G0(x,y)

∂~n
− εE
εI

∂Gκ(x,y)

∂~n
(y)]φ(y)dy

−
∫

[G0(x,y)−Gκ(x,y)]
∂φ(y)

∂~n(y)
dy =

∑
k

qk
εI
G0(x,zk) (3.1)

1

2
+ (1 +

εI
εE

)
∂φ(x)

∂~n(x)
+

∫
[
∂2G0(x,y)

∂~n(x)~n(y)
− ∂2Gκ(x,y)

∂~n(x)∂~n(y)
]φ(y)dy

−
∫

[
∂G0(x,y)

∂~n
− εE
εI

∂Gκ(x,y)

∂~n
(y)]

∂φ(y)

∂~n(y)
=

∑
k

qk
εI
G0(x,zk) (3.2)

3.2 Collocation Method

Because it can be difficult to solve the boundary integral equations analytically, Bajaj

et al. [7] showed that it is possible to discretize the equations by representing φ(x) as

a linear combination of basis functions ψ (by letting φ(x) =
∑

i φiψi(x)) and selecting

collocation points xi such that the equations must be satisfied at those points. They

showed that the nBIE (non-derivative boundary integral equations [69, 70, 71]) system

of equations assumes the following form with the collocation method

1

2

∑
j

φjψj(xi) +

∫
∂G0(xi,y)

∂~n

∑
j

φjψj(y)dy

−
∫
G0(xi,y)

∑
j

∂φjψj(y)dy =
∑
k

qk
εI
G0(xi, zk) (3.3)
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1

2

∑
j

φjψj(xi) +

∫
∂Gk(x,y)

∂~n

∑
j

φjψj(y)dy

−
∫

εI
εE
Gκ(x,y)

∑
j

∂φjψj(y)dy = 0 (3.4)

We want to solve these equations for the potentials φ, but as Bajaj et al. [7] pointed

out, we must first parametrize the surface and use various quadrature rules to evaluate

the surface integrals.

3.3 Construction of the Molecular Surface and Surface Parametriza-

tion

As Bajaj et al. [7] mentioned, MolEnergy constructs the surface of a protein by first

obtaining the PDB file of the protein from the PDB database [16]. The PDB files

contain the positions and radii of the atoms that compose the bio-molecules. Bajaj et

al. [7] pointed out that for MolEnergy, “We utilize the molecular surface constructed

in [9, 10]; the surface is generated by constructing a Gaussian density function for

the atom based on atomic positions and radii, evolving this function according to

a variational formulation and then considering a level-set of this function. For the

resulting surface, a triangular mesh with surface normal vectors at the vertices is

constructed using a dual contouring method [73].”

They also mention that MolEnergy then parametrizes the surface using the alge-

braic spline molecular surface (ASMS) [74] method, so that the surface is composed

of algebraic patches (A-patches) [8].

They also note that the system of equations (equations (3.3) and (3.4)) is then

solved using the GMRES method that is part of the scientific computing software

package PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation) [13] and the

14



algorithms provided in KIFMM3d (Kernel-Independent Fast Multipole 3d Method)

[67]

3.4 Polarization Energy Computation

Once we compute φ, we can obtain the polarization energies. Once we know φrxn, we

can obtain Gpol using the following equations as stated by Bajaj et al. [7]:

φrxn(x) = φ(x)− φgas(x) (3.5)

φrxn(z) =

∫
(
εE
εI

∂Gk(z,y)

∂~n(y)
− ∂G0(z,y)

∂~n(y)
)φ(y) + (G0(z,y)−Gk(z,y))

∂φ(y)

∂~n(y)
dy (3.6)

and

Gpol =

∫
φrxn(z)

∑
k

qkδ(z− zk)dz =
1

2

∑
k

φrxn(zk)qk (3.7)

where Gpol is the polarization energy, G0 and Gk are Green’s kernels, εE and εI are

the dielectric coefficients in the exterior and interior of the biomolecule respectively,

φgas is the potential of the biomolecule in a gas, and φrxn is the difference in the

potential of the biomolecule between being in solution and gas
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4 Molecular Configurations Using Low-Discrepancy

Pseudo-random Number Generator

Another theoretical aspect of our project that is relevant for discussion is the topic

of generating molecular configurations due to the vibrations of atoms in biomolecules

and the rotations of side-chains. We discuss the theory behind this because one aspect

of our project involved modifying MolEnergy so that it could incorporate molecular

configurations due to atomic vibrations and compute the potentials and energies of

dynamic configurations of atoms. In this chapter we first describe how molecular

configurations occur due to vibrations and conformations due to rotations. We then

discuss how to generate low-discrepancy samples from the product space SO(3)n.

4.1 Molecular Configurations Due to Vibrations and Rota-

tions

Baldwin and Rose [14] determined that molecular conformations are due to vibrations

of atoms and rotations of side-chains in biomolecules. To consider the vibrational

movements of atoms, we must first look at their temperature factor values. The

temperature factor is defined as B = 8π < u2 >, where u is a measure of the

uncertainty of the position of the atom which is derived experimentally from x-ray

crystallography [53]. We can get the temperature factor values of all the atoms in the

biomolecules by obtaining the PDB files of biomolecules, which also lists the positions

and charges of every atom in the molecule. The temperature factor value tells us how

likely certain atoms are to become dynamic and stable and be involved in vibrational

motions. However, it has been determined that modeling molecular configurations

due to vibrational motions does not match reality as well as modeling conformations
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due to rotations of side-chains [I need to find the source]. Modeling vibrations of

atoms is particularly inaccurate for larger vibrations because atoms could collide and

bonds could break. As a result, most studies treat conformations solely due to side-

chain rotations [21]. Biomolecules can taken on multiple conformational states due

to rotations [68, 40, 15, 30].

To model molecular conformations due to bond rotations, most studies assume

that the rotations are solely due to torsional angle rotations, and that bond lengths

and rotations are irrelevant. The probability that a given biomolecule that has certain

side-chains rotate producing a resulting molecular conformation is given by the Boltz-

mann factor, which is determined by the value in the change of energy of the resulting

conformation. Studies have attempted to model conformations due to rotations with

either Monte Carlo methods or MD simulations. Although MD can describe the rota-

tional conformations for short timescales in the nanosecond to submicrosecond range

[44], it has problems capturing the conformations for longer time-scales, such as for

microsecond to millisecond time scales. As a result, many recent studies focus on

using Monte Carlo techniques to simulate how the rotational conformations occur in

biomolecules [72, 29, 30].

Although we would like MolEnergy to generate molecular conformations based

on sampling the torsional angles, we first implement sampling based on Cartesian

coordinates of atoms using code from MolSurf into MolEnergy. This is sufficient

because we first just wantMolEnergy to be able to handle any kind of molecule that

consists of dynamic atoms. Even though the generation of conformations due to

torsional angle sampling is more realistic and meaningful, we have to leave it to

future research due to time constraints and the fact that we already have code from

MolSurf that samples the Cartesian coordinates of atoms. We leave it to Chapter 5
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to discuss the details about how the pseudo-random number generator from MolSurf

generates samples of Cartesian coordinates to simulate dynamic atoms.

4.2 Low-Discrepancy Sampling of Cartesian Coordinates

Because we modified MolEnergy to utilize the PDBUQ library from MolSurf, which

uses a low-discrepancy pseudo-random number generator, to simulate the molecular

configurations due to vibrational movements of atoms, we shall now discuss the the-

ory behind low-discrepancy pseudo-random number generators. Discrepancy for a

random number generator is a measure of how uniformly the generator samples the

points in a given space [1, 19, 49, 50]. As mentioned in those papers, the lower the

discrepancy, the greater the points sampled from the generator fill the given space

uniformly. Bajaj et al. [6] determined that there is a way to efficiently sample the

points from SO(3)n for a biomolecule consisting of n residues.
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5 Modifications to MolEnergy

5.1 Implementing an Automated Process

We modified the code in MolEnergy so that it implements functions from MolSurf.

Originally, MolEnergy takes the PQR as input file, constructs a molecular surface

through a level-set formulation which is then approximated with a triangular mesh

and outputted as a RAWN file. Then, it uses that RAWN file to parametrize the

surface with the algebraic spline construction with quadrature points to create a

QUAD file. Finally, that QUAD file, which contains the quadrature points of the

discretization of the molecular surface, is inserted into the part of the code that solves

the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation. This is all file-based, but we wanted

to reduce the need to write files. Although we still want MolEnergy to generate

a molecular surface with quadrature points, our goal is to modify the MolEnergy

application so that it does not have to generate these RAWN and QUAD files.

We wanted to modify it so that it takes the PQR input file, implements the Mol-

Surf function getMolecularSurface which converts the PQR file into a molecular

surface and then implement the MolSurf function aSplineQuad to compute quadra-

ture points using the algebraic spline construction.

A more detailed analysis of the changes to the MolEnergy is code is described

as follows: We first examine the computePotentialCommandLine function in the

PBLinear.cpp file in MolEnergy. The computePotentialCommandLine is for the

potential computation in the interior of the molecule. First, we will add the following

lines:

int s i z e =128;

Geometry ∗geometry = Molecu larSur face : : ge tMo lecu la rSur face ( molecule , s i z e

) .
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The variable size specifies the grid size. The getMolecularSurface function was

originally called in the surfaceUsingAdaptiveGrid function in the MolSurf code in

the MolSurf.cpp file, while getMolecularSurface was defined in the MolecularSur-

face.cpp file. The molecule data is first obtained by loading in the PDB/PQR input

file, and then the getMolecularSurface function uses the information from molecule

to generate the solvent-excluded molecular surface using the adaptive grid algorithm.

This new surface is stored as a pointer to the geometry class. We then modify the

loadRawn function so that it takes this geometry pointer as an input parameter in-

stead of the RAWN file and change the name of this function to loadRawnAutomated.

This loadRawnAutomated function first obtains the number of vertices and triangles

from this geometry pointer and then the xyz coordinates, normals, and indices of the

vertices from the geometry pointer. This is in contrast to how loadRawn determined

these values by reading the input RAWN file line-by-line. The changes in the code

are below:

PetscErrorCode PBSolver : : loadRawnAutomated (Geometry ∗geometry ,

PBRawnAndQuadInfo ∗ s u r f ) {

sur f−>NumVertices = geometry−>m NumTriVerts ;

//geometry−>m NumTriVerts , i s from Asp l ine . cpp

sur f−>NumTriangles = geometry−>m NumTris ;

for ( int i =0; i<sur f−>NumVertices ; i++) {

double xx , yy , zz ;

xx = geometry−>m TriVerts [ i ∗3+0] ;

//From ASpline : : ASpline (Geometry∗ geometry ) from Asp l ine . cpp in

MolSurf

yy = geometry−>m TriVerts [ i ∗3+1] ;

zz = geometry−>m TriVerts [ i ∗3+2] ;

sur f−>rawn x . push back ( xx ) ;
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sur f−>rawn y . push back ( yy ) ;

sur f−>rawn z . push back ( zz ) ;

xx = geometry−>m TriVertNormals [ i ∗3+0] ;

yy = geometry−>m TriVertNormals [ i ∗3+1] ;

zz = geometry−>m TriVertNormals [ i ∗3+2] ;

sur f−>rawn nx . push back ( xx ) ;

sur f−>rawn ny . push back ( yy ) ;

sur f−>rawn nz . push back ( zz ) ;

}

// . . .

for ( int i =0; i<sur f−>NumTriangles ; i++) {

int a , b , c ;

a = geometry−>m Tris [ i ∗3+0] ; // the s e are i n d i c e s o f the v e r t i c e s o f

the t r i a n g l e s .

b = geometry−>m Tris [ i ∗3+1] ;

c = geometry−>m Tris [ i ∗3+2] ;

sur f−>rawn t1 . push back ( a ) ;

// rawn t1 , rawn t2 and rawn t2 s t o r e the i n d i c e s o f the v e r t i c e s o f

the t r i a n g l e s .

sur f−>rawn t2 . push back (b) ;

sur f−>rawn t3 . push back ( c ) ;

sur f−>v e r t 2 t r i s [ a ] . push back ( i ) ;

sur f−>v e r t 2 t r i s [ b ] . push back ( i ) ;

sur f−>v e r t 2 t r i s [ c ] . push back ( i ) ;

/∗ v e r t 2 t r i s − g iven the index o f a ver tex , you ge t back a l i s t o f

the t r i a n g l e s t ha t the v e r t e x i s par t o f . ∗/

}
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whereas the original loadRawn was written as:

PetscErrorCode PBSolver : : loadRawn (char ∗ fname , PBRawnAndQuadInfo ∗ s u r f

) {

i f s t r e am f i n ( fname ) ;

f i n >> sur f−>NumVertices >> sur f−>NumTriangles ;

for ( int i =0; i<sur f−>NumVertices ; i++) {

double xx , yy , zz ;

f i n >> xx >> yy >> zz ;

sur f−>rawn x . push back ( xx ) ;

sur f−>rawn y . push back ( yy ) ;

sur f−>rawn z . push back ( zz ) ;

f i n >> xx >> yy >> zz ;

sur f−>rawn nx . push back ( xx ) ;

sur f−>rawn ny . push back ( yy ) ;

sur f−>rawn nz . push back ( zz ) ;

}

. . .

for ( int i =0; i<sur f−>NumTriangles ; i++) {

int a , b , c ;

f i n >> a >> b >> c ;

sur f−>rawn t1 . push back ( a ) ;

sur f−>rawn t2 . push back (b) ;

sur f−>rawn t3 . push back ( c ) ;

sur f−>v e r t 2 t r i s [ a ] . push back ( i ) ;

sur f−>v e r t 2 t r i s [ b ] . push back ( i ) ;

sur f−>v e r t 2 t r i s [ c ] . push back ( i ) ;

}
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// . .

}

Similarly, we modify computeQuad so that it takes the geometry pointer as an

input parameter and change the name of this function to computeQuadAutomated.

The first change in computeQuadAutomated compared to computeQuad occurs

when computeQuadAutomated uses the aSplineQuadAutomated function to generate

the Gaussian quadrature points for an ASMS, with 1 point per triangle, from a

triangular mesh

aSplineQuadAutomated ( geometry , ” gauss ian ” , 1) ;

This function was originally called in MolSurf as follows:

aSplineQuad ( opt ions−>mesh fname , ” gauss ian ” , 1 , opt ions−>quad fname ) ;

So aSplineQuadAutomated serves the same purpose as aSplineQuad, but we

made some modifications. We modified its parameters so that it automatically con-

verts a mesh to a surface containing quadrature points instead of relying on user

input in the command prompt to specify the types of files it inputs and outputs. We

changed the parameters of the function so that it takes Geometry ∗ input, string

type, and int numOfPts as its parameters, whereas it had originally taken user in-

put in the command prompt. By setting type to gaussian and numOfPts to 1, we

specify that this function generate Gaussian quadrature points of order 1 on every

triangular patch of a given A-spline surface. In MolSurf, aSplineRaw is called if the

user specified ”raw” in the command prompt and aSplineRawQuad was called if the

user specified ”raw+quad” in the command prompt. These functions compute the

A-spline surface with normal vectors at the vertices in the .RAWN format.

The implementation details for aSplineQuadAutomated are as follows:
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{

ASPLINE : : ASpline∗ a sp l i n e = new ASPLINE : : ASpline ( input ) ;

a sp l i ne−>Tr iang l e Bez i e r Patch Nodes ( type . c s t r ( ) , numOfPts ) ;

return true ;

}

Whereas the function details for aSplineQuad in MolSurf is seen below:

{

i f ( argc != 7)

{

usageASplineQuad ( ) ;

return fa l se ;

}

FILE∗ input = f i l eRead ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;

s t r i n g type = s t r i n g ( argv [ 4 ] ) ;

int numOfPts = a t o i ( argv [ 5 ] ) ;

FILE∗ output = f i l eWr i t e ( argv [ 6 ] ) ;

ASpline∗ a sp l i n e = new ASpline ( input ) ;

a sp l i ne−>Tr iang l e Bez i e r Patch Nodes ( type . c s t r ( ) , numOfPts ) ;

. .

}

After changing aSplineQuad to aSplineQuadAutomated, in order perform the

surface triangulation and obtain the A-spline, the original PB program called the

function getAspline as follows, where ‘fname‘ refers to the file it reads.

sur f−>a sp l i n e = parser−>getASpl ine ( fname ) ;

This getASpline function takes the rawn file as input and stores the quadra-

ture points after it is implemented. The getASpline function calls the function

SurfaceTriangulation to determine quadrature point calculations.

TriElement∗ GeometryParser : : getASpl ine ( const char∗ fname ) {
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return getASpl ine ( fname , 0) ;

}

TriElement∗ GeometryParser : : getASpl ine ( const char∗ fname , int permu)

{

FILE∗ fp = fopen ( fname , ” r ” ) ;

// . .

TriElement∗ s u r f a c e = new ASpline ( ) ;

return Sur fa ceTr i angu la t i on ( sur face , fp , permu) ;

}

However, since the new computeQuadAutomated function reads the geometry

pointer instead of an external file, we have to modify the call from getASpline to

getASplineAutomated, as shown below:

sur f−>a sp l i n e = p a r s e r getASplineAutomated ( geometry ) ;

We also modify the getASplineAutomated function as follows:

TriElement∗ GeometryParser : : getASplineAutomated (Geometry∗ geometry ) {

return getASplineAutomated ( geometry , 0) ;

}

TriElement∗ GeometryParser : : getASplineAutomated (Geometry∗ geometry , int

permu)

{

TriElement∗ s u r f a c e = new ASpline ( ) ;

return SurfaceTriangulat ionAutomated ( sur face , geometry , permu) ;

}

The new SurfaceTriangulationAutomated function is nearly identical to the orig-

inal SurfaceTriangulation function, except for the changes noted below:

TriElement∗ GeometryParser : : SurfaceTriangulat ionAutomated ( TriElement∗
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sur face ,

Geometry ∗geometry , int permu)

{

int i , i i , j j , kk , i1 , i2 , i3 , minindex , nscan ;

double x , y , z , f , nx , ny , nz , red , green , b lue ;

int howmany = 6 ;

// t h i s va lue was 6 i f the o r i g i n a l SurfaceTriangulat ionAutomated

// read a . rawn f i l e as input

normalFlag = 1 ;

sur face−>normalFlag = true ;

su r face−>numbpts = geometry−>m NumTriVerts ;

//geometry−>m NumTriVerts , i s from Asp l ine . cpp

sur face−>numbtris = geometry−>m NumTris ;

// . . .

for ( i = 0 ; i < sur face−>numbpts ; i++)

{

x = geometry−>m TriVerts [ i ∗3+0] ;

//From ASpline : : ASpline (Geometry∗ geometry ) from Asp l ine . cpp in

MolSurf

y = geometry−>m TriVerts [ i ∗3+1] ;

z = geometry−>m TriVerts [ i ∗3+2] ;

nx = geometry−>m TriVertNormals [ i ∗3+0] ;

ny = geometry−>m TriVertNormals [ i ∗3+1] ;

nz = geometry−>m TriVertNormals [ i ∗3+2] ;

// . . .

}

for ( i = 0 ; i < sur face−>numbtris ; i++)

{
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i i = geometry−>m Tris [ i ∗3+0] ;

j j = geometry−>m Tris [ i ∗3+1] ;

kk = geometry−>m Tris [ i ∗3+2] ;

// . .

Face∗ f a c e t = new Face ( ) ;

f a c e t−>Index [ 0 ] = i 1 ;

f a ce t−>Index [ 1 ] = i 2 ;

f a ce t−>Index [ 2 ] = i 3 ;

// . .

sur face−>addFacet ( f a c e t ) ;

// . .

sur face−>m Faces [0]−>Normal [ 0 ] = 0 ;

sur face−>m Faces [0]−>Normal [ 1 ] = 0 ;

sur face−>m Faces [0]−>Normal [ 2 ] = 0 ;

// . .

}

}

There were also problems with this function in that the normals of the newly created

faces were not initially set to 0, as in the original SurfaceTriangulation function. I

added the necessary lines at the end of the code above.

The original SurfaceTriangulation function was written as:

TriElement∗ GeometryParser : : Su r f a c eTr i angu la t i on ( TriElement∗ sur face ,

FILE ∗ fp , int permu)

{

int i , i i , j j , kk , i1 , i2 , i3 , minindex , nscan ;

double x , y , z , f , nx , ny , nz , red , green , b lue ;

howmany = ReadHowmanyComponents ( fp ) ;

// t h i s va lue was 6 i f the input f i l e i s a . rawn f i l e
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// . .

i f (howmany == 6) {normalFlag = 1 ; co l o rF l ag = 0 ;}

// . .

( normalFlag == 0) ? sur face−>normalFlag = fa l se : su r f ace−>

normalFlag = true ;

rewind ( fp ) ; // Se t s the p o s i t i o n i nd i c a t o r a s s o c i a t e d wi th fp to the

beg inn ing o f fp .

f s c a n f ( fp , ”%d %d\n” ,& sur face−>numbpts , &sur face−>numbtris ) ;

// . . .

i f ( normalFlag == 1)

{

i f (howmany == 6 )

nscan = f s c a n f ( fp , ”%l f %l f %l f %l f %l f %l f \n” ,

&x , &y , &z , &nx , &ny , &nz ) ;

}

for ( i = 0 ; i < sur face−>numbtris ; i++)

{

f s c a n f ( fp , ”%d %d %d\n” , &i i , &j j , &kk ) ;

// . .

Face∗ f a c e t = new Face ( ) ;

f a c e t−>Index [ 0 ] = i 1 ;

f a ce t−>Index [ 1 ] = i 2 ;

f a ce t−>Index [ 2 ] = i 3 ;

// . .

sur face−>addFacet ( f a c e t ) ;

// . .
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}

}

The Duffy quadrature points are also obtained by using the getAsplineAutomated

function to read in the geometry pointer as opposed to an external file

In addition to adding the relevant functions from MolSurf to MolEnergy, we also

had to include the relevant header files to the PBLinear.cpp file in MolEnergy :

#include ”Geometry/Geometry . h”

#include ”Blurmaps/Molecu larSur face . h”

#include ” U t i l i t y / u t i l i t y . h”

#include ”LBIE lib /LBIE Mesher . h”

#include ”LBIE lib /Geoframe . h”

#include ”TriElement/ t r i e l emen t . h”

#include ”ASpline /ASpline . h”

5.2 Implementing a Pseudo-Random Number Generator with

Parallel Computing

After completing the automation process, our next goal is to modify the MolEn-

ergy application so that it can generate new molecules containing certain atoms that

become dynamic with new updated positions and then calculate the potentials and

energies of those configurations in parallel. We utilize the random sampler code

from the PDBUQ library of MolSurf , which uses a low-discrepancy pseudo-random

Monte Carlo generator to generate new copies of the atoms and update their posi-

tions. The magnitude of the change in the positions of the atoms is determined by

the temperature factor values of the atoms, which is contained in the PQR file for

each molecule.
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Using the newly created automated code in PBLinear.cpp, we implement the

random sampling of the atomic positions in the computePotentialCommandLine

function, as seen in the code below:

TempFactorUQ∗ t fuq = new TempFactorUQ( atomList ) ;

t fuq−>getNextSample ( atomList ) ;

We verified that this code is correctly producing a correct sampling by printing

out the values of the positions of each atomic before and after using getNextSample.

We confirmed that the values were different and the atoms with larger temperature

factor values had greater changes than atoms with smaller temperature factor values.

The PQR file is then converted into a molecule at

GOALoader∗ gLoader = new GOALoader ( ) ;

PDBParser : : GroupOfAtoms∗ molecule = gLoader−>l o adF i l e ( opt ions−>

pqr fname ,

true ) ;

Then, this molecule is converted into a vector of Atoms, atomList, from the

FlattenGOA function. Then, we use TempFactorUQ and getNextSample to update

atomList based on the temperature factor values for each atom. We then continue

with the process described above to generate the surface mesh, quadrature points,

potential values, and energy.

The next step in the code is to implement a loop such that it repeats the pro-

cess of generating an updated atomList, running loadRawnAutomated, running

computeQuadAutomated, computing the potential values, and computing the en-

ergy values multiple times. In order to improve the efficiency of the code, we will

implement parallel computing using MPI and PETSc.

First, we have to test the code to make sure it can run the loop multiple times
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with no problems before proceeding to implementing parallel computing. We first set

the loop so that it runs about 16 times. We set a loop enclosing the getNextSample

function and other functions as follows

for ( int j =1; j <17; j++)

{

tfuq−>getNextSample ( atomList ) ;

Geometry∗ geometry = surfaceUsingAdapt iveGrid ( molecule , s i z e , width ) ;

loadRawnAutomated ( geometry ,&molSurf ) ;

computeQuadAutomated ( geometry , opt ions ,&molSurf ) ;

PetscErrorCode rva l = computePotent ia l ( opt ions ) ;

Pr intBoundaryPotent ia l ( opt ions , pot fname . c s t r ( ) ,

mult fmm2−>getNumTarget ( ) , phi ) ;

i f ( opt ions−>rawncOutput )

PrintRawnc (NULL, opt ions , mult fmm2−>getNumSource ( ) , phi ) ;

delete mult fmm2 ;

computeEnergyUPDATED( opt ions , atomList , j , molecule )

}

Now that we got this to work, we proceeded to implement parallel computing into

the code. Because we wanted multiple nodes to run the computePotentialCommandLine

line function, we had to set the MPI variables in the runPB function in main.cpp

since that is where computePotentialCommandLine is called. We added the follow-

ing lines of code to runPB function

MPI Status s t a tu s ;

PetscMPIInt rank , s i z e ;

P e t s c I n i t i a l i z e (&argc2 ,&argv2 , 0 , 0 ) ;

MPI Comm size (PETSCCOMMWORLD,& s i z e ) ;

MPI Comm rank(PETSCCOMMWORLD,&rank ) ;

Pe t s cPr in t f (PETSCCOMMWORLD, ”Number o f p r o c e s s o r s = %d , rank = %d\n” ,

s i z e , rank ) ;
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PetscSynchron i zedPr int f (PETSCCOMMWORLD, ” synchronized rank = %d\n” , rank

) ;

PetscSynchronizedFlush (PETSCCOMMWORLD) ;

MPI Barrier (PETSCCOMMWORLD) ;

We also had to modify computePotentialCommandLine so that it take the dif-

ferent nodes as parameter values:

PBOptions opt ions ;

PBSolver∗ pb = new PBSolver ( ) ;

pb−>getOptionsFromFile(&opt ions , argv [ 0 ] ) ;

i f ( opt ions . computePotent ia l ) {

pb−>computePotentialCommandLine(&opt ions , rank+1) ;

}

To ensure that each node only performed one step in the loop in computePotentialCommandLine

once, we had to make the following change to computePotentialCommandLine

for ( int j =1; j <21; j++)

{

tfuq−>getNextSample ( atomList ) ;

i f ( j%v==0)

{

Geometry∗ geometry = surfaceUsingAdapt iveGrid ( molecule , s i z e ,

width ) ;

// . . .

computeEnergyUPDATED( opt ions , atomList , j , molecule )

}

}

After trying to run this code, we were getting new problems with the setRHS

function called in computePotential. The problem was with the line

VecSetS izes (b , PETSC DECIDE, NumTrg)
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This was a problem because we wanted each node to use NumTrg as the local

size and let PETSc decide on the global size, since we could use a variable number of

nodes and thus total number of target points. We changed this to

VecSetS izes (b , NumTrg , PETSC DECIDE)

After the parallel version of the code worked, we wanted to run the loop in

computePotentialCommandLine about 20 times. While this loop worked with no

problems, there was a problem in that the program crashed after running about 16

times. Using valgrind, we determined that there were numerous memory leaks in the

serial version of the program. We determined that the memory leaks occurred because

there were pointers being created but not deleted. In the surfaceTriangulationAutomated

function in geometryParser.cpp, the memory leaks occurred at

Vertex∗ po int = new Vertex ( ) ;

Face∗ f a c e t = new Face ( ) ;

These pointers were used throughout the program so it would be difficult to track

down when they are no longer used in the program and therefore when it is safe to

delete them. We decided to fix this problem by using std :: shared ptr in C++11, as

it automatically deletes the pointer when it goes out of scope. Therefore, the pointers

above were converted to

std : : shared ptr<Vertex> po int (new Vertex ( ) ) ;

s td : : shared ptr<Face> f a c e t (new Face ( ) ) ;

Below is the rest of the changes we made using std :: shared ptr. The changes we

made to the functions in geometryParser.cpp are as follows

std : : shared ptr<TriElementNS : : TriElement> GeometryParser : : getASplineAUTO

(Geometry∗ geometry )

{

return getASplineAUTO( geometry , 0) ;
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}

std : : shared ptr<TriElementNS : : TriElement> GeometryParser : : getASplineAUTO

(Geometry∗ geometry , int permu)

{

std : : shared ptr<TriElementNS : : TriElement> s u r f a c e (new ASpline ( ) ) ;

SurfaceTriangulat ionAutomated ( sur face , geometry , permu) ;

return s u r f a c e ;

}

void GeometryParser : : SurfaceTriangulat ionAutomated ( std : : shared ptr<

TriElementNS : : TriElement> &sur face , Geometry∗ geometry , int permu)

We changed SurfaceTriangulationAutomated so that it accepts shared pointer

instead of a raw pointer and so it does not return anything, whereas it had originally

returned surface, which was a pointer to TriElement.

In trielement.h, we modified the variables m V ertices and m Faces so that they

are vectors of shared pointers instead of raw pointers. In addition, we had to modify

addPoint, addFacet, and get aspect ratio functions so that they accepted shared

pointers instead of raw pointers

In trielement.cpp, we modified theNormalizeNormal and calculateAspectRatio()

function so that it used the shared pointers in mV ertices instead of raw pointers

We also modified the Triangle Patch and Triangle Patch Nodes functions in

bezier.cpp in the TriElement directory so that they used shared pointers to V ertex

instead of raw pointers. We made the same changes to the same functions in bezier.cpp

in theASpline directory, except it also contained a function Triangle Patch with Quadrature

that used raw pointers to V ertex, so we changed those raw pointers to shared

pointers. In the ASpline directory, we also made changes in the ASpline.h and
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ASplinePrimitives.h files so that they used shared pointers to V ertex and Face

instead of raw pointers

Finally, in PBLinear.h we changed aspline and asplineDuffy so that they were

shared pointers to TriElement instead of raw pointers. In PBLinear.cpp we also

changed aSplineQuadAutomated so that aspline, which calls Triangle Bezier Patch Nodes

is a shared pointer to ASpline instead of a raw pointer
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6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Implementing an Automated Process

Figure 6: Diagram of 1A2K protein with just its chain A

We wanted to verify that changing the computePotentialCommandLine function

so that it uses an automated process as opposed to reading in input files would

not severely affect the results generated from the original code. We verified this by

checking if our new code generated similar values for the number of triangles and

vertices in the surface mesh and the final potential and energy values compared with

the original code. We checked the new code on a protein-ligand binding example by
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using the 1A2K.pdb as an input file and determined that the mesh generated by the

updated PB code on chain A (nuclear transport factor 2) of 1A2K.pdb contained

21,680 vertices and 43,356 triangles with an energy of -765 kcal/mol, whereas the

original MolSurf also generated a mesh containing about 22,000 vertices and 43,300

triangles with an energy of -772 kcal/mol, when using only chain A of the 1A2K

molecule with size=128.

6.2 Implementing a Pseudo-Random Number Generator with

Parallel Computing

Figure 7: Histogram of the energy values of the ensemble of configurations generated
from vibrations for 1A2K. The energy values ranged from -662.33 kcal/mol to -848.01
kcal/mol with a mean value of -739.18 kcal/mol and a standard deviation of 35.21
kcal/mol
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Figure 8: Cartoon representation of the 2ZA4 protein consisting of Barnase and
Barstar bounded together

As a result of the changes we made to MolEnergy so that it could generate new

configurations and utilize parallel computing, by again using the 1A2K.pdb as a test

protein-ligand binding, we were able to generate 128 different atomic configurations

and compute their energy values in parallel. These 128 different configurations is an

ensemble average of the possible configurations that the 1A2K protein could undergo

as a result of atomic vibrations

The energy values ranged from -662.33 kcal/mol to -848.01 kcal/mol with a mean

value of -739.18 kcal/mol and a standard deviation of 35.21 kcal/mol for 1A2K. This

seems reasonable because the energy value of 1A2K using the original MolEnergy
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Figure 9: Surface view of the atomic structure of the 2ZA4 protein. C atoms are the
green atoms, O atoms are in red, and N atoms are in blue

code was -772 kcal/mol, so the mean value of -739.18 kcal/mol is within 5% of it.

We also attempted to compute the binding energy of another protein. We used

the 2ZA4 protein, which consists of chains A and C belonging to the Barnase protein

binded to the Barstar protein consisting of chains B and D. We were able to generate

132 configurations of 2ZA4 with a mean energy value of -655.50 kcal/mol, 132 config-

urations of Barnase with a mean energy of -649.59 kcal/mol, and 156 configurations

of Barstar with a mean energy of -722.19 kcal/mol. This results in a binding energy

of 716.18 kcal/mol

Although generating samples of the Cartesian coordinates of atoms based on their
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temperature factor values is good for modeling small vibrational motions and is suf-

ficient for many cases, it does not preserve the molecular bond constraints if larger

motions are sampled that way. Another problem with modeling vibrational motions

is that atoms could collide. Therefore, we want to further modify MolEnergy so that

it takes into account the uncertainty in the flexibility and rotations. That is, we wish

to modify MolEnergy so it cagenerate molecular conformations by sampling internal

torsion angles using the low-discrepancy pseudo-random number generator. We then

want to calculate the potentials and energies of these conformations in parallel. We

leave this to future work on MolEnergy
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